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Singlish (Learning English with Songs)
Primary
Singlish is an easy and fun way to learn and improve your English language skills,
through the music videos and the lyrics of your favourite songs.
Singlish also has a special Karaoke link that lets you sing and enjoy the full lyrics.
But above all, Singlish helps you train your ear to dramatically improve your capacity to
recognize sounds and words of the English language in a very short time, training your brain
almost unconsciously, whether you know the meaning of all the words or not.
Recent studies have shown that simple exposure to the sounds of another language
sets up in our brain the structures and connections necessary for learning it.
In addition to that, music is a fun way to learn, and listening to different accents and
pronunciations allows greater flexibility to test to your ability to recognize the different sound
patterns of another language. This is very different from the typical listening exercises in
language classes, where the pronunciation is too perfect, which is not entirely practical in a
real environment.
Singlish is also a fun way to learn the lyrics of your favourite songs.
Teacher’s Guide:
The Teacher’s Guide provides a step-by-step dossier to exploiting each song.
Information is given on any preparation that is needed and the aim of each song is clarified.
The three lessons of each song cover the following:
-

Vocabulary
Introducing essential vocabulary and setting the theme of the song.
Introducing the language and then providing activities for development and
practice.

-

Grammar
The main grammar points are introduced and practised in a context that continues
the theme of each song.
A Grammar reference section at the end of the Guide provides learners with
additional support.

-

Real World
Key functional language is introduces extending the theme of the song. Atypical
spread will provide learners with a practical situation in which they can practise
and personalise what they have learnt.

Preparation and Activities for every Song
Creating the Atmosphere:
1. Introduce the instrumental version (karaoke) first. If students become familiar with
the sound of the music first, the will be more likely to understand the words.
2. Expose students to each song (original version in audio format) many days in a row
and while they are working on the pre-listening activities. Within a few days,
students will not be able to get the song out of their heads!
Pre-listening Activities:
3. Give students the title of the song and ask them to predict words and phrases that
they expect to hear while they are listening to the original audio track in the back.
4. Get students in pairs to predict the unknown words before playing each song.
5. Make a vocabulary list ahead of time. Go over the words once before you introduce
the song.
6. Put random words from the song on the board and make your students try and
write the “tale of the song”.
While listening Activities:
7. Invite the students to draw a picture or take a photograph to represent what they
hear and then explain their pictures in small groups.
8. Add actions to enhance language acquisition and memory, like pantomime, physical
actions, gestures, or any other kinaesthetic activity.
9. Play the song by verses and let your students repeat what they listen.
10. Put the students to mime the verbs from the song.
After listening Activities:
11. Ask the students to brainstorm all of the words that they have heard and then listen
again and check to see how many are correct.
12. Make a group wall display of the vocabulary theme of the song so that every team
gets to know what the others have worked on, and so that all the contents are
shared and put in common.
13. Provide opportunities for drama and acting out narratives.

14. Have the lines of the song on separate strips of paper and hand them out to make
the students find their order.
15. Make the students translate the song in groups and then get them to check between
themselves.
16. Invite the students to add verses of their own.
Duration of the Singlish Syllabus

We suggest that the Teacher combines between three and five activities from the lists
above (Pre, While and After-Listening) with every song included in the Repertoire. This way,
Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening Areas will be put into practise and covered, leading to
a successful learning process. We also suggest to apply the activities of the songs left out, to
the chosen ones to have a wider range of exercises to develop.
Following these proposals and depending on the planned time the Teacher may find
the duration of two or three modules of forty-five / fifty minutes (or even a whole trimester)
enough for the development of the activities for each song.

Singlish in the Music Class

Working together with the Music Teacher is a plus when trying to obtain the most
from your students with the Singlish Repertoire. Not only they will continue on listening and
singing the songs proposed by the English Teacher, but they will also have the chance to
rehearse and sing as we suggest:
1. The class can be divided in five groups of five students approximately;
2. Every team prepares one song to sing for the rest of the students;
3. And there might be one song from the Repertoire that can be sung by the
whole class.
It is also possible to give the opportunity to those that feel like to play instruments, sing solos
or duets and get to meet the songs from every corner possible.
At the top of every Song Exercise Page you may find the link to the Sheet Music / Score
for the Teacher to follow and download to work it in Music class.

Singlish Monitor at your School

When scheduled, the Singlish Monitor will come to your School to make your students
put onstage all what they have worked and prepare a Stage Performance for everyone to
watch and listen. The English and Music Teachers may choose between four and six songs from
the Repertoire for their students to perform. This will be the perfect opportunity for them to
show their artistic skills together with all the work they have done within the English Language
itself.
On this day the Singlish Monitor may also propose some dynamic games or activities to
trigger the students’ engagement and willingness to interact and perform.

Imagine by John Lennon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU Original Version
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTQGjcZHiu0 Karaoke Version
Sheet Music
1. Listen and choose the correct words from the right:
Imagine there’s no ____________

heaven / hell

It’s ____________ if you try,

easy / difficult

No ____________ below us

heaven / hell

Above us only ____________

heaven / sky

Imagine all the people living for ___________

today / yesterday

2. Listen and complete with the following words:

/rɪˈlɪdʒən/

/ˈkʌntriz/

/laɪf/

/ˈpiːpl/

Imagine there’s no ____________
It isn’t ____________ to do
Nothing to kill or ____________ for,
And no ____________ too.
Imagine all the ____________
Living ____________ in peace…
3. Chorus. Listen and put the lines in order:
But I’m not the only one.
You may say I’m dreamer,
And the world will be as one.
I hope someday you’ll join us,

4. Complete the gaps with the words you hear:
Imagine no possessions, I wonder if you ____________
No need for greed or hunger, a brotherhood of ____________
Imagine all the ____________ sharing all the ____________...

/daɪ/

/hɑːd/

Nota:

En les guies didàctiques que us
descarregueu de la nostra web, només hi
ha, a tall d'exemple, la fitxa d'una de les
cançons que treballem en cada cicle.

Les guies didàctiques completes
s'enviaran a les escoles que contractin
l'activitat.

